Topics:


6. Conference: Women Intellectuals in 18th Century Germany (Western University, Ontario, October 20th-21st, 2017)

1. Conference: Changing the Nature of Art and Science. Intersections with Maria Sibylla Merian

(The Maria Sibylla Merian Society, June 7th-9th, 2017)

In commemoration of her death three hundred years ago the Maria Sibylla Merian Society in cooperation with the Artis Academy, the University of Amsterdam and the Artis Library will organize an international conference in the Royal Tropical Institute and the Artis Zoo in Amsterdam on 7, 8 and 9 June 2017. The aim of the conference is to bring together new research and projects relating to Maria Sibylla Merian.


2. Talk: Ruggero Sciuto - Émilie Du Châtelet and the Three Leibnizian Versions of the Principle of Sufficient Reason

(Center for the History of Women Philosophers and Scientists Paderborn, June 27th, 2017)

Ruggero Sciuto (Oxford) is giving a talk on Émilie Du Châtelet and the Three Leibnizian Versions of the Principle of Sufficient Reason as part of the Research Colloquium History of Women Philosophers at the Center for the History of Women Philosophers and Scientists Paderborn University.)


(Center for the History of Women Philosophers and Scientists Paderborn, July 4th, 2017)

In 1785 Jacques-Pierre Brissot de Warville was in London, attempting to set up a society and journal to encourage cross-channel literary and political communication. His efforts resulted in the production of a few issues of the Lycee de Londres. He reported that in England he gained little support or encouragement, except from Catharine Macaulay. In this paper I examine their friendship, and explore the influence of Macaulay's account of the seventeenth-century English Revolution on ‘patriots’ and others, in France, prior to and during the French Revolution.


4. Workshop: Anthropology and Metaphysics in the Munich and Freiburg Circles

(Center for the History of Women Philosophers and Scientists Paderborn, July 11th, 2017)

Dr. Rodney Parker (Paderborn), Dr. Henning Peucker (Paderborn) and Prof. Dr. Wolfhart Heckmann (Munich) are giving talks on the topic of Phenomenology, with regard to Anthropology and Metaphysics in the Munich and Freiburg Circle, as part of the Research Colloquium History of Women Philosophers at the Center for the History of Women Philosophers and Scientists (Paderborn University).


5. Summer School: First International Libori Summer School, Paderborn 2017

(Center for the History of Women Philosophers and Scientists, Paderborn, July 23rd-28th, 2017)

The Center for the History of Women Philosophers and Scientists (HWPS), sponsored by the Ministry of Innovation, Higher Education, and Research of North Rhine-Westphalia, in the Faculty of Arts and Humanities, Department of Philosophy at Paderborn University announces the First International Libori Summer School 2017 July, 23rd to 28th, 2017. The Libori Summer School offers five parallel courses held by leading experts in the specific areas which will present, investigate, and discuss Women Philosophers and Scientists of various eras. The courses take place from Monday, July 24th to Friday, July 28th, 2017. In addition, social and evening activities are provided.

https://historyofwomenphilosophers.org/summer-school/

6. Conference: Women Intellectuals in 18th Century Germany
Women Intellectuals in 18th Century Germany will bring together an interdisciplinary and international group of scholars with the principal aim of detailing the rich philosophical contributions by German women intellectuals in this period.

http://historyofwomenphilosophers.org/events/event/calendar/event/tx_cal_phpicalendar/conference-women-intellectuals-in-18th-century-germany/